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Three classes of expansions for the distribution function of the ,&d, R)-distribu- 
tion are given, where k denotes the dimension, d the degree of freedom, and R the 
“accompanying correlation matrix.” The first class generalizes the orthogonal series 
with generalized Laguerre polynomials, originally given by Krishnamoorthy and 
Parthasarathy [12]. The second class contains always absolutely convergent 
representations of the distribution function by univariate chi-square distributions 
and the third class provides also the probabilities for any unbounded rectangular 
regions. In particular, simple formulas are given for the three-variate case including 
singular correlation matrices R, which simplify the computation of third order 
Bonferroni inequalities, e.g., for the tail probabilities of max{Xf 1 1 < igk} 
(k > 3). 0 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Throughout this paper we use the following notations: The spectral 
norm of any k x k-matrix A = (Q) is denoted by 11 A 11 and the norm 
max{Cfzl Ia&> by IM,. W e write JA I for the determinant of A 
and Idet(A)I for its absolute value. k is defined as the matrix A 
- Diag(a,, , . . . . akk) and A > 0 means positive definiteness of A. A unit 
matrix is always denoted by I. The letter p refers to the Lebesgue measure 
and y2 stands for the Hilbert space dp2(IWk, ,u). The notation CCNj means 
a summation over all partitions of a non-negative integer N= C Ni (or 
C N,) with non-negative integers Ni, i = 1, . . . . k (or N,, 1 < i < j < k). For- 
mulas from the handbook of mathematical functions by Abramowitz and 
Stegun Cl] are cited by “A. S.” and their number. 
Let R = (rO) denote any non-singular k x k-correlation matrix, Y,, . . . . Yd 
independent N(0, R)-distributed random vectors and Y the k x d-matrix 
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with the columns Y;. We want to expand the joint distribution function 
(d.f.) G,,, ,z of the squared Euclidean norms Xi = x’ of the row vectors of 
Y. This is the d.f. of a k-variate gamma distribution of order p = d/2 in the 
sense of Krishnamoorthy and Parthasarathy [12] with the accompanying 
correlation matrix R. For the multivariate gamma distribution see also 
Krishnaiah and Rao [ 111, Johnson and Kotz [7], Krishnaiah [lo] and 
for the multivariate Rayleigh distribution (i.e., the joint distribution of the 
a) see Miller et al. [14], Blumenson and Miller [3], and Jensen [6]. 
Apart from some special cases no “simple formulas” are known for the 
x:(4 RI-density gk,, R. A comparatively simple case arises if R is “one- 
factorial” (cf. end of Section 2.3). 
Let Gp+n denote the d.f. of the gamma distribution of order p + n and 
Grl,, its nth derivative (p > 0, n E N,). For the bivariate case with 
R = (i ;) the two series 
G *,*p.Rh? x2) 
=& to (T(p+n)r2”/n!)G~~“,(x,/2)G~~::.(x,/2) (l.la) 
Jl -I;)~ ‘I2 
r(p) C (QP + 4r*‘YW,+. 
n=O 
($) Gp+n (3) 
(l.lb) 
are well known (e.g., Johnson and Kotz [7]). 
In the following section three Classes of expansions for Gk,Zp,R are given. 
The first one contains generalizations of (1. la) including the series given by 
Krishnamoorthy and Parthasarathy [12]. The second class contains 
generalizations of (l.lb) including the expansions which could also be 
derived by convolutions of the series of Handel [2] for multivariate normal 
probabilities of symmetrical rectangles @T=, ( - bj, bj). This class provides 
always absolutely convergent representations of G,,, R. Finally, a third 
class is derived which always gives absolutely convergent expansions also 
for the probabilities of any unbounded rectangular regions 9 = 
Or=, (aj, bj) with OQaj<bj< 00. 
In Section 3 special formulas for the three-variate case are given which 
simplify, e.g., the computation of third-order Bonferroni inequalities for the 
tail probabilities of max{ )lj’ 11 <j < k} with k > 3. 
In their paper [12] Krishnamoorthy and Parthasarathy derived an 
expansion of the multivariate gamma density based on generalized 
Laguerre polynomials and they showed its absolute convergence under the 
condition 
i c Idet(b,)l < 1. (1.2) 
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Here R, is the submatrix of R with the row and column numbers of 
%I= (j1, . ..) j,). Their series is an example of an expansion of a multivariate 
density g by functions orthogonal with respect to a weight function w 
(Lancaster [ 131). In their paper w is the product of the univariate marginal 
gamma densities g,(x,) = XT- ’ exp( -xj)/r(p). To facilitate the integration 
of such a series only products of univariate probability densities w,(x,) are 
used as weight functions in this paper. We assume that the supports of the 
wj are some intervals S, and that the support of g is a subset of the support 
s of w. If 
f :=g/&T2(S) (1.3) 
and if the sets (Lj,, 61 w, n E N,J form complete orthonormal systems of 
Y2(Sj) (j= 1, . . . . k), then g is the dP’-limit of a sequence (gN) with 
gNtX)= w(x) $ C '*tnl, ."Y nk) fi Lj,n,(xj) 
n=O (n) j= I 
(1.4) 
and the coefficients 
c*(q) . ..rzk) = js (,fil Lj,r7jxj)) dx) 'PEE(,fi, Lj,n,(xjl)- (1.5) 
For any measurable subset SG! of S it holds with fN =g,/&: 
= “FN ; c*2(%, . . . . %I)‘” (1.6) 
which tends to zero for iV+ co. 
The condition (1.3), however, is rather restrictive if w is the product of 
the univariate marginal densities of g. For example, let g be a multivariate 
normal density proportional to exp( -+x’R-‘x) and w a weight function 
proportional to exp( -x’Dx) with D = Diag(d,, . . . . dk) > 0. Obviously (1.3) 
holds iff R-’ -D > 0. In particular, we have 
R-‘-&-O iff Illill < 1. (1.7) 
A similar behaviour of the multivariate gamma density g = g,,, R is shown 
by the following theorem: 
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THEOREM 1.1. Let D he a diagonal matrix with positive elements 
d,, . . . . dk andf:=g,,,. exp($ Et=, d/xi) with 2p > 1. 
(a) ZfR~-l-D>0 thenfEY’n.9”. 
(b) Zf R- ’ - D 2 0 with at least one vanishing characteristic root then 
f&PuY2. 
ProoJ: (a) With T= Diag(t,, . . . . tk) the Fourier transform (F.t.) off is 
given by cp(t)=IZ-DR-2iTRIeP. From q(O)= lRlpP IR-‘--DIpP<~ it 
follows f E 9'. 
Let (b,) be the matrix (R-‘-D)-’ = B,B,B, with B, = 
Diag(b $*, . . . . bkft/,‘, and U = Diag(u,, . . . . uk) with uj = - 2ibj, ti/( 1 - 2ib,, tJ). 
Then we have cp(t) = cp(0) II- 2iTBI pp = q(O)(n$=, (1 - 2ibiitj))pp 
II+ U&l -“. With oi := exp(i2 arc tan(2b,,tj)), Q = Diag(o,, . . . . ok) and 
U=$Z-Q) we find 
II+ u& = l~(Bo + Z)I II- (I- 2(&J + z)-‘)nl, 
~~1-2(B,+z)-‘II < 1 
This entails cp E 9’ and therefore f~ Y’. 
(b) It is sufficient to consider a positive semi-definite matrix R - ’ -D, 
which is obtained from a positive definite one by increasing only one 
element of D. Then IR-‘-DI=O implies that IR-‘-D-2iT\ -b’t for 
(I tll + 0 with a certain vector b #O and it follows that q 4 g* and 
fey*. I 
Now let Z denote a N(0, C)-distributed random vector. An always 
absolutely convergent series for Pr{ZE @r=, ( -bj, bj)} was given by 
Handel [2] (see also Sidak [19]). With the notations R-’ = (TV), 
W= Diag(p, . . . . J;“), and the standardized inverse 
Q=(qfi):=(WRW)-‘, (1.8) 
we obtain from Andel’s expansion, 
G k1.R (x I, . . . . xk)= IQ/“* fi G,p(r’xj/2) + 5 PN 
> 
(1.9) 
j=l N=2 
with 
p&l, . . . . x/o=(-2)N N + ,,c,,=h’( c l-I W/n,!)) 
L n,=2N, r-cj 
X fi (f(i + Nj)/r(i))Gyz + ,v,(r'Xj/2), (1.10) 
i= 1 
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where the inner sum is extended over all partitions N =Cicj nij with 
ni := C:= 1 nij = 2N, (i = 1, . . . . k, n,, := 0, nti :=njl forj< i). We refer to (1.9) 
as to “Andel’s series.” Especially for k = 2 this series simplifies to (l.lb) 
with p = $. The corresponding expansion for one-sided rectangles 
Qr= i (uj, cc) was considered by Moran [ 151 and found to be absolutely 
convergent for 11Q11, < 1. 
2. THE GENERAL EXPANSIONS 
2.1. The Three Types of Expansions 
The characteristic function (ch.f.) of gk,2p,R is given by 
$ = Il/k,Zp,R(fl1 ..*3 tk) = II- 2iRTI -p (2.1.1) 
with T= Diag( t,, . . . . tk). For any t = (tl, . . . . tk)’ E [Wk and any fixed positive 
numbers d,, . . . . dk we define 
zj := (1 - it,/d,)-‘, uj := ( -itj/dj)zj= 1 -zi. (2.1.2) 
The function zj = (1 - itj/dj) - ’ transforms the upper half-plane Im( tj) 3 0 
onto the disc {z E C 1 (z - $6 $, z # 01. Thus we have with 
‘pi := 2 arc tan( tj/dj), wj := exp(iqj), (2.1.3) 
the relations 
Zj = ( 1 + Oj)/2, uj = (1 - 0,)/2. (2.1.4) 
The F.t. of djg~“,‘,(djxj), where gb”,‘,(x) denotes the mth derivative of the 
gamma density g,+.(x) (p > 0, 0 < m < n E N,), is given by 
7p+“--muJm -I 
(Re(zj”‘) > 0). (2.1.5) 
The generalized Laguerre polynomials Lr’ (~1 > - 1) are defined by 
T(a + 1 + n) grj 1 +,(x) = ePxx*n! L:‘(x) (2.1.6) 
(A.S.22.11.6). We need the following bounds (A.S.22.14.13/14): 
Id”’ (XII Ge- --‘12xp ~ ‘/z-(p), pa1 Pfn e ““xP”*(2n!/T($+n)-l/j;;), p = l/2. (2.1.7) 
Furthermore, z,“c$ = zT(2zj - 1)” is the F.t. of djhp,,(dlxj) with 
hp,n(x)= i t-l)“-” ; 2”g,+,(x) 
m=O 0 
= gp(wyYw, (2.1.8) 
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which is the derivative of 
Hp.,,(x)= i (-1)” m n 2”G,+,(x). 
m=O 0 m 
(2.1.9) 
From (2.1.2) (2.1.4) (2.1.5), and (2.1.6) we also obtain the recursion 
formulas 
H p,n+l=Hp,n-2hp+,,n=Hp+,,n-hp+,,n. (2.1.10) 
The Fourier inversion formula implies 
H,.,(X) =i i”,, (sin(rx)/t)( 1 - it)-p exp(in 2 arc tan(r)) dr 
=- a j”, (sin(xtan(cp/2))/sin(cp)) 
Thus for any fixed x the Hp,n can be considered as the Fourier coefficients 
of a function of U’( -7c, rc), which entails 
lim H,,,(x) = 0. (2.1.1’1) 
n - cx 
Now with any scale factors dj= w,‘/2, the ch.f. tjO := I-IT=, z;, (2.1.2), 
(2.1.4), and D = Diag(d,, . . . . dk), W= Diag(w,, . . . . wk), U= Diag(u,, . . . . uk), 
Z=I-U, and 52=22-I, we find 
II-2iRTJ = II- iWRWTDp’j = II- iTD-’ + (I- WRW)iTD-‘1 
=I&’ [I-(1- WRW)Ul, 
which leads to three representations of the ch.f. $ in (2.1.1) of the general 
form 
l+G=c~op II-CYI-p, C=I-A (2.1.12) 
with 
Y=U, A= WRW, c=l (2.1.12a) 
Y=Z, A=(WRW)-‘, c= IAlP (2.1.12b) 
Y=Q, A=2(Z+ WRW)-‘, c= IAlP. (2.1.12c) 
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By inversion of (2.1.12) we obtain the formal expansions 
c f c c(n 17 -9 nk) fi tFp,n,tdjbj) - Fp,n,(djuj)) (2.1.13) 
n=O (n) j=l 
for the probabilities Pr{XE @,“=, (ai, bj)} (0 <u,< bj6 00) with 
G(n) 
P+n 
(2.1.13a) 
Fp,n= Gp+n 
i 
(2.1.13b) 
H p.t?, (2.1.13~) 
where the coefficients c(n,, . . ..Q) depend on p and C (G,+,(co)= 1, 
G~~Jco)=O for n> 1, and HP,,(~)= 1). 
In (2.1.12~) the condition 
IlCll < 1 (2.1.14) 
holds for all R. Wz=-0. In (2.1.12a) or (2.1.12b) the condition ((C(l < 1 can 
be satisfied by a suitable diagonal’matrix D = i W2, since 
R-’ - 4 W2 > 0 is equivalent to l/Z- WR WI1 < 1 
and 
(2.1.15a) 
R - 4 Wp2 > 0 is equivalent to IIZ- ( WR W) ~’ II < 1. 
The expansion 
IZ-CYI-p= f l.,=,(;p) w)“~=~o~n 
with certain homogeneous polynomials 
kbl 3 . . . . Yk) = c ch, .“, %I fi Yi” 
(n) j=l 
(2.1.15b) 
(2.1.16) 
(2.1.17) 
holds for l/CYll < 1. For half-integers p this is justified because p(y) = 
II- CYI -p is uniquely defined on the domain ( IlCYll < 1 } by ~(0) := 1 
and by continuity. 
In (2.1.12) (IYI( is always bounded by 1. If 9 is any number with 
IICII <SC 1 then IP,I =cO,_, (9”) with an Lo-constant depending on 9, k, 
and p. This holds since the determinant in (2.1.16) is a sum of k! products 
of k absolutely convergent series and the n th term of such a product series 
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is absolutely bounded by /ICYII” C,,, n:=, I( ~,,~)l = G(P1). Substituting the 
variables y, by exp(iq,) ( -n < ‘pi < 7~) it follows that 
(27crk j lljnl* dp = 1 c+z,, ,..) nk) = e(l!J2n). 
( -- K, n )k (n) 
This holds for all 9 > [ICI/ and therefore with the Cauchy-Schwarz 
inequality we obtain 
z 14nlf -., nk)l = Co(P). (2.1.18) 
n 
Let J be any non-empty subset of { 1, . . . . k} and 111 its size. If C, is the 
submatrix of C with the row and column numbers from J then 
II-CYI=l+ i D, (2.1.19) 
r=l 
with D, = (- 1)’ CIJ, =r 1 C,J njEJ yj (r = 1, . . . . k). By rearranging the terms 
of the binomial expansion of II-- CYI --p we obtain 
. . . . Yk) = (UP))-’ c r(p+n,+ ‘.’ +nk) 
n,+2q+ +knk=n 
x n (-D,)“r/n,!. (2.1.20) 
r= 1 
If cii= ... =c/&= 0 then D, ad pi vanish. In particular for p = 1 we have 
the recursion formula 
min(k.n) 
f,= - c D,P,-, (n > 1, P, := 1). (2.1.21) 
r=l 
For larger values of p the coefficients c(nI, . . . . nk) of the polynomials P, are 
better computed recursively by multiplication of the series with smaller 
values of p than from (2.1.20). 
2.2, Convergence of the General Expansions 
Some of the convergence properties of the series (2.1.13) are summarized 
by the following theorem: 
THEOREM 2.1. Let R be a non-singular kxk-correlation matrix, 2p a 
positive integer, W= Diag(w,, . . . . wk) with any positive numbers wi, X a 
&2p, R)-distributed random vector and W = @ T= 1 (a,, bj) any rectangular 
region with 0 < aj < bj < co; then the following statements hold: 
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(a) If III- WRWII < 1 then the series (2.1.13a) is absolutely conoer- 
gent to Pr(XEW). 
(b) The series (2.1.13b) is always absolutely convergent to Pr { X E 9 > 
for any bounded 9. If ))I- ( WR W)-’ )/ < 1 this holds also for any unbounded 
R. 
(c) The series (2.2.13~) converges always absolutely to Pr{XE a}. 
Remarks. With W= I the sufficient condition in (a) is II&/l < 1. For 
k = 3 this is easily shown to be equivalent to (1.2) but for k > 3 the condi- 
tion llfill < 1 is weaker than (1.2). For example, llA)11 < 1 holds for the 4 x 4- 
tridiagonal matrix R with ri.i+ i = l/s but (1.2) is not satisfied. 
Especially for p = $ the condition ll&ll < 1 is suflicient for the absolute 
convergence of the “tetrachoric” expansion of a multivariate normal prob- 
ability of a symmetrical rectangle @ r= 1 ( - A., A). According to (1.6) 
and the remark preceding (1.7) this holds also for general rectangular 
regions @r= i (uj, bj) (- cc < uj -C bj < co ), since the tetrachoric expansion 
is an orthogonal expansion with Hermite polynomials. The condition 
Ilk)11 < 1 is more general than the criterion maxiCj IrI/I < (k - l)-’ given in 
Theorem 2 of Harris and Soms [5]. The convergence can always be 
achieved by suitable scale factors d,. For a more general “shifted” 
tetrachoric series see also Royen [17]. 
In the proof of Theorem 2.1 the following simple lemma is used: 
LEMMA 2.1. For any positive numbers p and x1, . . . . xk the sequences (m,) 
and (M,), defined by 
tend to zero for n + CD. 
Proof: It is nT= 1 g,+nj(Xj) < nf= 1 XT-’ nT= 1 Xy/nf= 1 T(p + nj). 
Since l/T(p+n) is a log-concave function of n, it follows that 
CIl~= 1 X~/Il~= 1 f(P+nj)) ““<(maxjxj)/(fJp+n/k))k’“- (maxjxj)ek/n for 
n + cc and therefore m, + 0. From l-IF, 1 G, + .(xj) < n,“= i XT nf= 1 xi”/ 
n;= 1 T(p + 1 + nj) it also follows that M, + 0. 1 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. (a) Because of (2.1.7) and (2.1.18) the series, 
obtained from (2.1.13a) (with uj = 0, bj = x,) by termwise differentiation, 
has a majorant E L?‘(Rk). Using (2.1.5) with m = n termwise integration 
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shows the coincidence of its F.t. with the expansion (2.1.12a) of cl/r-.d.R, 
which proves (a). 
(b) The absolute convergence of the series (2.1.13b) follows from 
Lemma 2.1. It is sufficient to prove only the convergence to the d.f. 
G k,d,R. We write the multivariate normal density with any W= 
Diag(w,, . . . . wk) >O, A = (WRW) ‘, and dj= wT/2 in the following form: 
(Pk,R(x)=(2n)-k’2 lAl”21wI exp(-+x’w(A-z)wx) 
=xP(-j, 4x,). 
After having expanded the first exponential factor into a power series we 
obtain by integration over W = @r= I (-A, A) that 
Gk,1R(b,, . ..Y b/c) 
= IAl”’ f c c*(n,, . . . . nk; l/2) fi GI,2+,,(dibj) 
n=O (n) j=l 
with certain coefficients satisfying & jc*(nl, . . . . nk; l/2)1 = 0n _ m(r”), 
where y is any sufficiently large number. x ndel’s series is the special case 
with wj= fl (j= 1, . . . . k). By convolution the densities 
&?k,2p,R(Xl T ---3 xk) 
= IAlP f 1 c*(n,, .-, nk; p) i (d~gp+n,(d~Xj)) 
n=O (n) j=l 
are obtained. For their Laplace transforms we find with sufficiently large 
arguments sj and zj = (1 + sj/dj) ~ ‘: 
The series within the brackets is an analytical function of the zj and there- 
fore the coefficients c* must coincide with the coefficients c(n,, . . . . nk) in 
(2.1.13b), which implies the first assertion of (b). If ]I Cl] < 1 then passing to 
the limits bj = co is possible, since the series (2.1.13b) converges uniformly 
on [0, colk due to (2.1.18). 
(c) Because of (2.1.11), l/Cll < 1, and (2.1.18) it follows that the series 
(2.1.13~) (with a1 = 0, bj = x,) is absolutely convergent to a uniformly 
bounded function G*(x,, . . . . xk). For the Laplace transforms G* and 
&p,R we obtain by termwise integration the relation G*(si, . . . . sk) = 
ik,2p, RbI 2 -..T sk)/nr= r sj, which proves G* = Gk,2p.R. 1 
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Some Further Remarks. Comparing Theorem 2.1(a) with (1.4) and (1.5) 
we have the following identities, if p > $: 
wj(Xj) = dj gp(djxj), 
(2.2.1) 
0, 3 . . . . nk)=E( fi L~-“(djXj)), 
j= 1 
where the expectation refers to the density gk,&R. 
Also expansions with an order CI #p - 1 are possible. From the gene- 
rating function ~,“=OL~)(x)u”=(l-u))P’exp(-ux/(l-u)) (lul<l, 
A.S.22.9.15) it follows with uj from (2.1.2) and -u,/( 1 - uj) = it,/d,: 
(2.2.2) 
From max(Iujl} < 1, the bounds ILE’(d,x,)l < I( p:,p’)I exp(idjxj) (x20, 
CI 2 0, A.S.22.14.13), the integrability of gk,&,, R exp( f Cr= r djXj) according 
to Theorem 1.1 and (2.1.15a) follows the termwise integrability in (2.2.2), 
i.e., 
with 
P)(n 1, . . . . 
> 
, 
which are the coefficients of the expansion of nf= 1 (1 - uj)p- l Pr 
II- CU --p. This also holds for c1 =p- 1 = -4. By inversion of (2.2.3) it 
follows that 
G k, 2~. R (x I, . . . . xk)= f c c(“)(n,, . . . . nk) fi G(;:),+,,i (djxj) (2.2.4) 
n=O (n) j=l 
(C=Z- WRW, D=Diag(d,, . . . . dk)=$W2, R-‘-D>O, +u<p-1). 
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The density g,, l.R follows from the multivariate normal density by 
differentiation of Gk, ,, R(x,, . . . . xk). We find 
&.l,.(Xl~ ...> xk) = (87~)~” [RI -I” 
r’~i~j&ylr;l)l(~,x,)1i2 (2.2.5) 
where s = (s,, . . . . So) assumes all possible values ( ) 1, . . . . f 1). For 2p > 1 
absolutely convergent series for the densities gk,2p,R are obtained by 
termwise differentiation in (2.1.13). For this only in (2.1.13a) we assume 
III- WRWI( < 1. 
A generalization of the expansions (2.1.13) and of Theorem 2.1 to multi- 
variate gamma distributions with non-integer values of 2p is possible but 
the function tjkSZp, R in (2.1.1) is not for all correlation matrices and all 
positive values of p a ch.f. of a d.f. (Gritliths [4]). 
2.3. Expansions with Special Scale Factors 
We might consider the scale factors wj as “natural” ones if they let all the 
diagonal elements of C vanish. In (2.1.12a) these are the factors wj = 1 and 
in (2.1.12b) the factors w,=,,@. Also in (2.1.12~) such a choice of the 
scale factors is always possible. This follows from Lemma 2.2 with 
w, = $7 1’2. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let R be a non-singular kxk-correlation matrix and 
x = (Xl, . ..) x,)’ be any vector with positive components. Furthermore, let 
A(x) = (au) be the matrix R + X with X= Diag(x,, . . . . xk) and (a”) the 
inverse of A. There exists exactly one solution x of the equations 
di(x) := 2xiaz’(x) = 1 (i = 1, . . . . k). (2.3.1) 
ProoJ The function f(x) with the components L.(x) = 1/(2a”) = xi/di 
has the partial derivatives 8A/axj = (aV/aii)*/2 (i, j= 1, . . . . k). With 
a ii = ((R+&(/(R+X( > l/(1 +xj) we find for x(O):= (l,..., 1)’ that 
di(xCO)) B 1 and therefore f(x’“‘) < x(O). For the sequence (x’~‘), defined by 
Xw) =f(X’N- 1) ), it follows that xcN+ i) - xcN) < 0 and consequently 
di(xCN)) > 1 for all N. 
Here “x < y” stands for xi d yj (i = 1, . . . . k). If x, < yi occurs at least for 
one index i then also x < y is written. Finally “x @ y” means xi < yi for all i. 
The sequence (xcN)) has a limit x* s 0, which is a solution of (2.3.1). 
Uniqueness of the solution. For k> 2 the function f is not globally 
contractive so the fixed point theorem cannot be applied directly. 
Let t be the trace J$=, dj(x) =2 Cl= i xjaij with the derivatives 
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$(f3t/i?xi) = a” - I:=, xjag2. The matrix B = Xri2A - 1X”2 has only charac- 
teristic roots fije (0, 1). Let (zii) be an orthogonal matrix with the eigenvec- 
tors of B as columns. For the ith diagonal element of B2 we find 
i xiati2x,i= i (&.a” A.)’ 
.j= 1 j=l 
which implies at/ax, > 0 (i= 1, . . . . k). Therefore no further solution x exists 
with x>x* or x<x*. 
Now let x be any vector with x B 0 and J := {jl xi > x,*} # @. Again for 
t, :=cj,,dj(x) the inequalities at,/axj>O (~EJ) can be shown as above. 
For the point y with the components 
we find at least one jE J with d,(y) > 1 and consequently fj( y) <xi. Along 
the straight line from y to x the component fi is not increased and we also 
obtain h(x) < xj. Therefore x is no solution of (2.3.1). u 
For the one-factorial correlation matrices a different choice of the factors 
wj leads to simpler results. With 
R := 
r 
Wp2 + au’, wJ! = l/J1 -a;), -l<aj<l 
W-* -au’, wT= l/(1 +a,Z), l- i (ajwj)2>0 
j=l 
and dj= wj/2 it follows for the matrices C in (2.1.12) that 
with 
C= (21)-‘BWaa’W, ,I-CY,=l-$ afd,y, 
J=l 
Yj’ uj, I= 1, p= f2 
Yjzzj, 1=1+fl 5 a;d,, /?= +2 
j=I 
k 
Yjcoj, A= 1 +fl c ajdj, fi= fl. 
j=l 
(2.3.2a) 
(2.3.2b) 
(2.3.3) 
(2.3.3a) 
(2.3.3b) 
(2.3.3~) 
Here the upper sign holds for (2.3.2a) and the lower one for (2.3.2b). 
Now we obtain with (2.1.12), (2.1.13), and (2.3.3) the series 
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n = 0 
x c fi Fp,,,(dp,)(fiajdi)‘Q/n,!. 
(!?I ,= 1 
(2.3.4) 
The only additional assumption for the absolute convergence of these series 
is llC[l = Cl= i a;$ < 1 in case of (2.3.3a) with (2.3.2a). Also some integral 
representations follow from (2.3.4). With (2.3.3b) and G,(x, V) := 
e-” C,“=, G,+,(x) y”/n! we find 
G k 2~5 R (x,, . . . . x,)= 
i( 
oz fi Gp((jxj, i2ajd,l)) g,(Y) dy, (2.3.5) 
j=l 
which also holds for a singular R in (2.3.2b) with ,? = 1 -xi”= i a,?$ = 0 
(Royen [16, IS]). 
3. SOME FORMULAS FOR THE THREE-VARIATE CHI-SQUARE DISTRIBUTION 
In this section the off-diagonal elements of any symmetrical 3 x 3-matrix 
(b,) are also indexed by single indices, i.e., 6, = h,,, 6, = b,,, b, = b,,. For 
k = 3 the unique solutions x, = w,-~ of (2.3.1) in Lemma 2.2 can be com- 
puted by elimination of x2 and xX. With lRiil = 1 - rf the solution x1 is the 
unique solution of 
x2 - IR221 IRD IRI - lR,,I x2 
J(x+ lRzzl)(x+ IM=& +xMlRI + IRIIIx) 
(3.1) 
between the bounds dm3 Jlii//lii,l< 1. With u= 
(xi + lR221)/(x1 + IR-,jI) the two remaining solutions are 
x2 = ((IRI + IR,,Ix,)l(dl +.d))“2> x3=vx2. (3.2) 
From (2.1.19) and (2.1.20) with k=3 and N32, we obtain 
fN(.h Y2, Y3) 
1 =- 
UP) 
c 
I.(p+n2+n3)(C:Y2L.3+c:~l~3+cS~,~2)~2 
2n2+3n,= N 
n,! 
Xt2 cIc2c3 Yl Y2 y31n’ 
n3 ! 
1 =- 
r(P) c 
if2 T(p + (IV- n,)/2) 
2n2+3n?=Nn3! 
x c n cj?J+“]yJn,+n~-(/ll,!. 
/1+/2+/j=n2 j=l 
(3.3) 
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With Mj:=21j+n, and 2(n,+n,-l,)=N-n,--(M,-n,)=N-Mj it 
follows that 
1 
pNY--. c c 
2”’ 
T(P) MI+Mz+M,=N O<n,<mmM, n,! 
r(p+ W-n3)/2) 3 
’ II:=, ((“j-n3)/2)!j=I 
fl c,“yj”- W*, 
where n3, M,, M2, M,, and N have identical parity. With Mj = 2mj, 
n,=2m, N=2n or Mj=2mj+1, n3=2m+1, N=2n+l, we obtain by 
inversion the d.f. 
G 3,2p,R(X1~ X2~X3)=c fi Gp(djxj)+ f PN(X,, X2, X3) (3.4) 
j= 1 N=2 
with 
pN(x, > x2, x3) = 
X fi Cf”“Fp,n -,(djxjh (N=2n,nal) 
j=l 
1 
T(P) m1+m2+m,=n-I 
3 
X n ~~““+‘F~,n~~,(djxj), (N=2n+l,n>l) 
j=l 
and 
c= 1, dj = l/2, ‘I= m-r. I’ F p.n-m = G:;2,, llrill -c 1 (3Sa) 
c= lap, Q = (qij) with qii = r~/(rrrrJJ)1/2, dj = r”/2, 
Fp.n-m = Gp+n-m 
(3Sb) 
c,= -qj= -qi,, 
c, c= (cg) from (2.1.12~) with cjj = 0, 
dj=wj/2 followingfrom (3.1), (3.2), F,,,+,=H,,,_,. 
(3.k) 
For a one-factorial matrix R the series (2.3.4) is simpler. In a certain 
sense each 3 x 3-correlation matrix R with r1r2r3 # 0 is “one-factorial.” 
With Si=sgn(ri), s=sgn(r,r,r,), and ai= si Irjrr/ri)1’2 (i, j, lany permutation 
of 1,2, 3), we have 
r, = rli = saiaj (i#j). (3.6) 
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If s = 1 and a2 = max {a,? } > 1 then a formal calculation starting from 
(21.12) with one negative factor u”= (1 -ar)-’ does not lead to the 
correct probability. But for these cases an expansion of the type (2.1.13~) 
can be derived, which is simpler than (3.5~). We assume without loss of 
generality that 
With 
r:=min{rj’} and ai = r1 r2/r3 > 1. (3.7) 
we obtain the following elements of C=Z-2(Z+ WRW)-‘: 
c11=c*2=c1*=o, c33 = 1 - (w: + w;)/(a; w:, 
(3.9) 
C 13 = (wlr3Y(w3rl)~ c23 = (w2r3)/(w3r2). 
With 
II- C-Q = 1 - 03(c33 + &CO, + c&Oz), 
c=~~)Z+ WRWI-P=2P(1-a;2)P, 
and (3.7) it follows that 
G 3,2p,Rbl1 x2> x3) 
(3.10) 
(3.11) 
2nlC2n2Cn,-nn-““Z 
X 
Cl3 23 33 
. 
n,!n,!(n3-n,-n,)!j=l 
(3.12) 
If max{aj2} = a: = 1 then 
w)? :=rJy=(l-aj)-’ 
r , 12 = 0 
we have the standardized 
elements 
q12=0, 
with a,=l, a,=r,, a,=r,, and 
(j= 1,2), w: := r33 = (1 - aTag) w: w:, 
P= -ajw; (j= 1,2), 
inverse Q = ( WR W) ~ ’ with the off-diagonal 
qj3 = -ajwj/fi (j= 1,2), 
A’= 1+ 2 ajwj=r33= IQ/-‘. 
j=l 
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Now from (2.1.12b) with II- CZI = 1 - z3(qT3z, + q&z2) we obtain the d.f. 
G 3,2p,Rh x2, x3) 
= (~‘p&))-l : T(p+n)G,+,t(r33~,/2) 
n=O 
xc fi (qf,“l/n,!)G,+.,(rijxi/2) 
(n) j= 1 = fi G,(r’jx,/2, “:dJx)) g,(x) dx. 
i=I 
Besides, we have (ICI/ = ljQ/l = (1 - A’-i)l12 < 1. The integral can also be 
derived from (2.3.5) by the passage to the limit lim,, _ 1 _ aG,, ./ax,. 
Finally, if, e.g., ri2 = 0 then (RI = 1 - rf,-rz, >O implies IlRil = 
(rf, + rz3)“2 < 1 and it follows from (2.1.12a) that 
G 3,2p,R(X1,X2,X3)=(r(p))-1 2 ~(J’+dG;:&3/2) 
n=O 
x 1 n (r~~/nj!)G~>,(xj/2). 
(n) j= 1 
(3.14) 
If R is singular with correlations lrj/ < 1 then rank(R) = 2. If (Sii , S22, 
S,,)’ has a W,(d, R,,)-density (i.e., a Wishart-density with d= 2p > 2) then 
g,,,,, can be computed by the linear transformation X,= S, (j= 1, 2) 
X3=6,S,1+b2S22-t2blb2S,2 with bj=(ri-r,r,)/(l-r:) (i,jd2, i#j). 
Let Q = (qii) be the 3 x 3-matrix with the elements qii= qr= 
(1 -r,)-’ (i#j) and qii= -qjq,/qi (i,j, I any permutation of 1,2, 3). With 
the cone V := {XE R, I x’Qx > 0) and the vector u with the components 
ui = $ri/(ri - rjr,), the result is 
g3 dR(X) = I . I 
(x’Qx)‘~- 3)‘2 exp( -v’x) 
nzdT(d- l)CUj, 1 (1 - rT))“2’ 
XEGf? (3.15) 
0, X$%. 
The integration of q3,d, R over the intersection of % with any rectangular 
region is tedious. If rl, r2, r3 < 0 then the integral in (2.3.5) with k = 3 and 
uJ = dj = {( 1 + uj’)-’ (a; = - rir,/ri) can be used for all d 2 1. Obviously we 
have exp( $v’x) g 3,d,R(~)~.Y1 n dp2 for d>3. Thus also the expansion 
(2.2.3) can be applied with CI = 0 or a = f. This holds also for 
683/38/2-5 
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/ICI/ = 11Z- WRW\l = 1, since IIUI1 < 1. For any region &CR: it follows 
from (1.6) that 
X fi 4nl”:,,,,(d,$) 4, 
/=I 
(3.16) 
where the coefficients are defined by 
8x) 3 
= (fi (1 -uj)p-) 
j= I 
Also for a singular R with rr r2r3 > 0 a similar dP*-argument can be used 
if da3. With (2.1.3), (2.1.4), tiO=rr,‘,, (1-irj/dj)~‘=~j3=1 ((1 +wj)/2) 
and with (3.10), (3.11) we write the ch.f. I,+ as $otj*, where $* has the 
formal expansion 
THEOREM 3.1. Let X be a &2p, R)-distributed random vector with p > 1 
and R a singular 3 x 3-correlation matrix of rank 2 with a positive product 
of its off-diagonal elements rj and r: = min{rf }. With the numbers 
di = i 11 - rjr,/ril -’ (i, j, I any permutation of 1, 2, 3) and the coefficients c* 
defined in (3.18), the expansion 
Pr{XEd} = f 1 c*h, n2, n3) 
n=O (n) 
fi dihl,n,(d,xi))dlr 
i=l 
holds at least for any bounded region z&’ G RI. 
Proof With dqjJdtj = 2( 1 + t?/df)-‘Id, we have 
since g3,2p,R E Y2(R3) for p > 1. 
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With the wj from (3.8) and [RI =0 it follows from (3.10) that 
and, since $ 3,2p,R(0) = 1, it follows from (3.11) that 
II- Cl = 1 - cj3 - CT, - c& = 2( 1 - r3/(r, r2)). 
Therefore we obtain & + c2 - 3-r3/(r1r2)<1 and c,,<O. Since oj= 
@+‘I # - 1 it follows that Ic33 + cfJwl + &021 < 1. 
The power series for (1 + wj)“-’ is absolutely convergent on the unit 
circle since p > 1. Writing at first (3.18) as an absolutely convergent power 
series of o3 the coefficients c*(n,, n2, n3) are easily seen to be the Fourier 
coefficients of $*(cpl, (p2, cp3). 
Now the proof is completed by a conclusion similar to (1.6) but ~4 is 
supposed to be bounded since the weight function w in (1.6) is replaced 
here by w E 1. ’ i 
In some multiple test procedures, based on union intersection tests, 
Bonferroni inequalities of higher order are useful for small values of the 
tail probabilities Pr{ maxi Xj > x}. With the events Aj = { Xj < x}, 
Aj= (Xj>X} (i= 1, . . . . k) and the sums 
%?I= 1 PJ, 
IJI =tn 
IJI =m 
e.g., the Bonferroni inequality 
p:=Pr ij Jj 
( > 
6 i (-l)“Y$ 
j=l p=l 
of an odd order r can be applied with r = 3 also to a &d, R)-distributed 
random vector X with a singular correlation matrix R. In particular, this 
has been done for the squared multivariate range of k independent 
normally distributed points (Royen [ 181). 
Here it is not necessary to compute the probabilities of any unbounded 
regions, since the sums S,,, can also be expressed by the S,, which leads to 
s,= f (-1)” k-p s, 
( > 
(S, := 1). 
p=l m-p 
’ From (A.S.22.5.54), (A.S.13.5.14) it follows that Hp.” and GFJ” are ~(cP’*-“~), which 
implies the absolute convergence of the series (3.12), (3.14) if rank(R)=2. Also the series 
(2.3.4) with (2.3.3.a), (2.3.3.~) remain convergent if x u: W: = 1 in (2.3.2b). 
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Especially for r = 3 and k 2 3 we have 
For some refinements of Bonferroni inequalities see Kounias and 
Sotirakoglou [ 83. 
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